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Abstract

The dominant instructional model within special education, Differ-

ential Diagnosis-Prescriptive Teaching, involves the assessment of

psycholinguistic and perceptual motor abilities that are presumed

necessary for learning basic academic skills. Based on the differential

pattern of ability strengths and weaknesses resulting from this assess-

ment, individual remedial prescriptions are prescribed. In this article

five assumptions underlying this model are identified. Also presented

is a comprehensive review of research related to each assumption. The

findings seriously challenge the model's validity and suggest that

continued advocacy of the model cannot be justified. Children do not

appear to profit from current applications of Differential Diagnosis-

Prescriptive Teaching.
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Differential Diagnosis-Prescriptive Teaching:

A Critical Appraisal

The term "differential diagnosis" refers to the process of

assessing the learning characteristics of a child so that instruction

can be matched to individual learning needs (Kirk & Kirk, 1971, p. 12;

Kirk, 1972, p. 7). Although, in theory, this could include any pro-

cedure that attempts to delineate a child's specific strengths and

weaknesses (Ysseldyke & Salvia, 1974), it has traditionally referred

to those practices that attempt to diagnose abilities that presumably

are prerequisite for or underlie academic learning (Mann, 1971; Yssel-

dyke, 1973). Such general psychological processes include auditory

abilities (e.g., auditory discrimination and memory), visual abilities

(e.g., visual discrimination and spatial relationships), cross sensory

perceptual abilities (e.g., auditory-visual integration) and psycho-

linguistic abilities (e.g., auditory sequential memory and verbal ex-

pression). According to this model, failure to master basic academic

skills, such as reading, may be traced to impairments in one or more

of these underlying processes or abilities. To illustrate, a child who

experiences failure in school tasks such as spelling phonetically irreg-

ular words, answering sequence questions based on material read, or

copying sentences, may be found to suffer from an impairment in a

basic process such as visual sequential memory (the ability to order

a series of items so as to match a previously given model).
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The term "diagnostic-prescriptive teaching," often used in conjunction

with Differential Diagnosis, refers to the practice of formulating instruc-

tional prescriptions on the basis of differential diagnostic results.

These prescriptions generally take one of two forms. In one form differ-

ential diagnostic information is used to generate a program to directly

remediate an underlying ability weakness. In a second form weak abilities

are not remediated; rather, the focus is on academic targets, such as

reading or math, for which instructional programs are devised that capi-

talize upon the child's pattern of underlying strengths and weaknesses,

as identified in the course of diagnosis. An example of the former

approach would be provision of visual discrimination and visual memory

exercises for the child whose diagnosis indicated weaknesses in these

areas. An example of the latter strategy would be identification of an

auditory or visual learning pattern so that reading instruction could be

geared to the stronger modality.

In this paper the terms differential diagnosis and diagnostic-

prescriptive teaching are combined as Differential Diagnosis-Prescriptive

Teaching (DD-PT) and refer to the psychometric practice of assessing

underlying abilities and devising subsequent instruction in accord with

ability strengths and weaknesses. Haring and Bateman (1977, p. 130)

have described this approach as the "majority position within the field

of learning disabilities over the past 20 or 30 years." The DD-PT label

encompasses a number of "process" models which are fundamentally equiv-

alent but which have gone by a variety of names. According to Haring
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and Bateman, "This conceptualization [the DD-PT model] has been known as

the diagnostic-remedial approach (Bateman, 1967), prescriptive teaching

(Peter, 1965), ability and process training (Ysseldyke & Salvia, 1974),

psychometric phrenology (Mann, 1971) and even task analysis (Johnson,

1967)" (Haring & Bateman, 1977, p. 130).

The Proliferation of DD-PT

In recent years special education has witnessed a proliferation of

tests and training programs designed for DD-PT. Sabatino (1973) listed

17 assessment protocols that contain one or more subtests for evaluating

auditory perception, along with 16 programs that have as a major goal the

remediation of auditory perception. Ysseldyke (1973) and Goodman and

Hammill (1973) identified 11 tests designed to assess visual perception,

psycholinguistic processes, and motor skills. Keogh (1974) identified

16 authors who have developed visual perceptual training programs.

Several factors may account for this proliferation of tests and programs.

Resemblance to task analysis. First, in the DD-PT model, the practice

of analyzing academic skills into their components bears a strong resem-

blance to task analysis. Task analytic approaches to instructional

programming are themselves quite popular. In the task analysis model

"specific behavioral components are identified and prerequisites for each

are determined. The strategy is to develop learning objectives such that

mastery of objectives in the hierarchy (simple tasks) facilitates learn-

ing of higher objectives (more complex tasks)" (Resneck, Wang & Kaplan,

1973, p. 679). Similarly, the DD-PT model holds that academic tasks must
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be analyzed into basic components. Here though, the basic components

consist of underlying abilities or psychological processes. If weak-

nesses are discovered at the foundational or ability level, they must

be remediated before proceeding to higher order skills.

Although the task analytic and DD-PT models appear to be similar,

we believe that the similarities are quite superficial and that serious

differences exist between the two. The differences between the models

lie both in their level of analysis and their implications for instruc-

tion. With reference to the level of analysis, the task analytic model

breaks down larger general tasks into sets of smaller specific tasks.

These latter tasks are significant only insofar as they are directly

related to the next higher task. In contrast, the DD-PT model analyzes

academic tasks into abilities or processes (e.g., visual memory) that

are seen as significant for a wide variety of higher level tasks.

With reference to instructional implications from the two models,

the task analytic approach maintains that a teacher needs only help the

child master specific tasks in the hierarchy that have not been mastered.

In the DD-PT model the teacher is faced with a far more serious challenge--

to remediate or strengthen an entire process. This requires that the

teacher demonstrate improvement or "mastery" of a large number of

specific tasks, each of which are thought to depend upon or tap that

particular process.

As an illustration of the different instructional implications of

these models, suppose that a child encounters difficulty in learning
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to count objects. A task analytic teacher might determine that one

prerequisite for counting objects is recitation of numerals in order.

In contrast, a DD-PT teacher might formulate the same problem more

generally as an auditory sequential memory deficit. While the task

analytic teacher can satisfy the immediate teaching objective by

helping the student learn rote counting, the DD-PT teacher, to satisfy

the immediate teaching objective, must improve the child's ability to

recite lists of spoken events which are arbitrarily ordered (e.g., color

names, animal names, articles of clothing, and perhaps numbers). Thus,

in the DD-PT model the teacher is viewed as teaching general abilities;

in the task analytic model the teacher is seen as teaching specific

components of academic tasks. Clearly, these two models, although they

appear to be similar, lead to very different types of instruction.

Pressure to develop effective remediation techniques. Besides DD-PT's

resemblance to task analysis, another factor accounting for the prolif-

eration of DD-PT tests and teaching materials has been the pressure felt

by special educators to develop effective and innovative remediation

techniques. This pressure is due in part to the unflattering outcomes

of special education efficacy studies, to the financial expenditures

associated with special educational services, and now to regular education's

expectations of effective special education contributions in the context

of mainstreaming. Older, more global assessment instruments (e.g., IQ

tests), although sometimes useful for administrative actions (e.g., place-

ment of children in categorical programs or procurement of state reim-

bursement for special programs), appear to be inadequate for planning
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individualized programs of instruction. Effective individual remediation

requires more specific assessment information (Kirk & Kirk, 1971) and

differential diagnostic instruments appeared to meet this need.

Needs of early childhood education programs. The DD-PT approach,

with its emphasis on psychological abilities, appears also to have

benefited from the growth of early childhood education programs. Instru-

ments were needed to structure curriculum and evaluate program effects

of such federally funded ventures as Head Start. Since academic skills

themselves were not to be taught in these preschool programs, some

worthwhile preacademic goals had to be identified. Linguistic and per-

ceptual processes became prime training targets since they were hypoth-

sized to be essential to the future acquisition of academic skills

(Sedlack & Weener, 1973).

Differentiation of special and regular education. The DD-PT model

appealed to special educators because it served to differentiate their

effort from that of regular education. While regular educators concen-

trated on reading, arithmetic, etc., special educators focused on more

basic, underlying processes. This division helped to clarify the

respective roles of regular and special educators, and to reduce potential

territorial disputes between the parties.

Support from authorities. Support for DD-PT from special education

authorities has been strong. The following quotations are illustrative.

The visual dyslexic rarely is able to learn by an ideo-visual

approach since he cannot associate words with their meanings.
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He cannot retain the visual image of a whole word and conse-

quently needsa more phonetic or elemental approach to reading.

(Johnson & Myklebust, 1967, p. 156)

Many children are coming into our schools lacking in basic per-

ceptual-motor skill....We [need] to help the child to build up

the sensory-motor skills which are required by the more complex

activities of reading, writing and arithmetic. (Kephart, 1960,

p. 16)

The major emphasis [of the concept of learning disabilities]

is the use of psychological tests and/or observation for the

purpose of organizing...a remedial educational program. Such

a program...is very dependent upon the determination of psycho-

logical abilities and disabilities. (Kirk & Kirk, 1971, p. 13)

A child's learning type--his maximum modality--needs to be under-

stood before a particular approach to reading can be determined

for him....Today this determination can be made with reasonable

accuracy. (Wepman, 1967, p. 355)

Encouragement from publishers. Publishers of educational materials

have found it lucrative to develop and market an array of ability assess-

ment instruments and related instructional materials. New tests and

training materials appear on the market almost daily. School systems

invest heavily to purchase DD-PT materials for their special education

programs. Special education teacher training programs devote consider-

able resources to instruction in the philosophy and implementation of

DD-PT assessment devices and instructional materials.
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We believe that the widespread adoption of DD-PT warrants a critical

appraisal of the model's efficacy. To date, experimental studies and

reviews of literature in this area have focused on isolated aspects of

DD-PT: the present paper is an attempt to consolidate information in

order to present a comprehensive picture of the support for and efficacy

of the DD-PT model. We will examine the basic assumptions of DD-PT and

evaluate the extent to which data from diverse studies support those

assumptions. In producing a review of the DD-PT literature we have found

it both necessary and valuable to draw extensively on other published

reviews of particular aspects of the DD-PT model. There are several

reasons for this reliance on secondary sources. First, the literature

on various aspects of the DD-PT is so extensive that a comprehensive

review of primary sources would be prohibitive. In addition, it would

be unwise to ignore the unique and valuable contributions of a number of

scholars to the analysis of the DD-PT literature. Finally, many of the

existing reviews lend themselves well to our purpose because they present

summary data in tabular form, permitting individual reanalysis as

warranted. Primary sources were consulted only when the review articles

were unclear or contradictory, or when studies were reported after the

most recent review.

ASSUMPTIONS BASIC TO THE DD-PT MODEL

Underlying the DD-PT model are several assumptions regarding psycho-

logical abilities and their relationship to academic skills, the measure-

ment of these abilities, and their susceptibility to modification through
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training. The five basic assumptions of DD-PT that are presented below

have been synthesized from various authors: Hammill (1972), Larsen and

Hammill (1975), Mann (1971), Proger, Cross, and Burger (1973), and

Ysseldyke (1973). Along with each assumption we have attempted to

specify the kinds of empirical evidence which would be useful in evaluating

their validity.

Assumption 1:

Educationally Relevant Psychological Abilities Exist

and Can Be Measured

The psychological abilities referred to here are not themselves

directly observable but must be inferred from behaviors which presumably

require the hypothesized ability. These abilities are referred to as

underlying in the sense that they are foundational to academic skills.

Each ability is general in that it is important for a number of academic

behaviors. In another sense, each ability is specific in that its

strength may be independent of the strength of other abilities. Thus,

for an individual student, it is theoretically possible for visual

reception to be strong but for visual memory to be weak.

Assumption 1 would be supported by data documenting the success of

the DD-PT model (either in remediating ability deficits or in accelerating

academic performance by capitalizing on ability strengths) or by data

supporting the reliability or validity claims of the instruments fre-

quently employed by the model. In the absence of such data Assumption 1

could be questioned. However, even without supporting data this assumption
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cannot be disproven. It is impossible to prove that educationally

relevant underlying abilities do not exist, since if failures to measure

or remediate abilities were documented, they could be attributed to the

inadequacies of present day measurement and instructional technology.

These previous failures would not necessarily reflect upon what could

occur in the future through improvements in technology. Nevertheless,

such failures as those mentioned above should raise doubts about the

validity of Assumption 1. In contrast to Assumption 1 the remaining

assumptions have been expressed in terms of existing technology.

Assumption 2:

Existing Tests Used in Differential Diagnosis are Reliable

The DD-PT model assumes that abilities which underlie academic

learning are stable, non-ephemeral individual traits. Thus, an instru-

ment which purports to measure these abilities should result in rela-

tively constant scores on repeated testings or on different parts of the

same test. If such consistency is not observed, it would naturally

raise doubt about the capability of the test to produce reliable infor-

mation on the target ability. For there to be confidence in the results

of differential ability tests, or for that matter, for the DD-PT model

to be employed effectively, it is essential that these tests produce a

picture of performance that is relatively stable over time.

The evidence relating to the reliablility of DD-PT instruments is

straightforward, coming from studies of test-retest reliabilityand studies

of internal consistency. The reliabilities associated with a particular
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instrument must be high enough to warrant that instrument's use in

making educationally significant decisions. Otherwise, efforts to

generate precise instructional prescriptions would be misspent.

Assumption 3:

Existing Tests Used for Differential Diagnosis are Valid

Validity refers to the extent to which a test measures what it is

supposed to measure. The validity data generated with regard to DD-PT

is classified into concurrent and predictive criterion validity, diag-

nostic validity, and construct validity. Although the information

generated by examining one type of validity is corroborative evidence

for the others, each type of validity will be discussed separately.

Concurrent Criterion Validity

To assess the concurrent criterion validity of an instrument used

in Differential Diagnosis, one determines the extent to which the results

obtained with this instrument correlate with measures of academic achieve-

ment taken at the same time. Since weak abilities are assumed to impede

academic achievement, children who obtain low scores on an ability

measure should obtain similarly low scores on measures of academic

achievement. Likewise, children obtaining scores indicating an ability

strength should, on the average, score high on achievement measures.

Predictive Criterion Validity

For a DD-PT test instrument to have predictive criterion validity,

children's scores on it should predict their later academic achievement.
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Evidence consists of correlations between an ability measure given at

one time and a measure of academic achievement given at a later time.

Again, since weak abilities should hinder academic success, children

receiving low ability scores should perform poorly on subsequent achieve-

ment tests, relative to children receiving high ability scores.

Diagnostic Validity

This type of validity is similar to the concurrent criterion type,

except that the procedures for estimating validity differ. Whereas

investigations of concurrent validity correlate performance on ability

and achievement measures, studies of diagnostic validity group students

according to their performance on one measure (ability or achievement)

and then examine their performance on the other measure. To illustrate,

an ability assessment device is said to have diagnostic validity if

children who are independently identified as poor readers via an achieve-

ment test also perform significantly worse on that ability measure than

children identified as good readers.

Construct Validity

In assessing the construct validity of DD tests, attention is

directed to the theoretical model upon which the tests are based.

Construct validity is the degree to which the test measures an hypo-

thetical variable. Thus, "construct validation requires the gradual

accumulation of information from a variety of sources. Any data

throwing light on the nature of the trait under consideration and the

conditions affecting its development and manifestation are grist for
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this validity mill" (Anatasi, 1968, p. 115). In the broadest sense,

all of the previously discussed types of validity can be viewed as

evidence relating to construct validity. In our examination of

construct validity we focus on factor analytic studies that investigate

the independence of various subtests used in differential diagnosis,

(e.g., the 11 subtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

[ITPA] and the five subtests of the Developmental Test of Visual

Perception [DTVP]). Since the DD-PT model assumes that subtests of a

larger assessment device provide information that is crucial for instruc-

tional programming, it is important to demonstrate that these subtests

tap different abilities.

Assumptions 4A and 4B:

4A: Prescriptions Can Be Generated from Differential Diagnosis

to Remediate Weak Abilities

4B: Remediation of Weak Abilities Improves Academic Achievement

According to the DD-PT model, failure to acquire academic skills is

the result of one or more underlying ability deficits. Applications of

the model may take two forms. Assumptions 4A and B relate to the first

form which involves the direct training of weak abilities with the

intention of strengthening them. This accomplished, the impediment to

academic achievement is removed, and the child's progress can be ex-

pected to accelerate. This assumption would be supported by evidence

that ability training strengthens weak abilities and enhances academic

performance.
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Assumption 5:

Prescriptions Can Be Generated from Ability Profiles to Improve

Academic Achievement, With No Direct Training of Weak Abilities

This assumption, which describes the second application of the DD-PT

model, is really a combination of two assumptions: Not all children

learn best under a single instructional approach. And, secondly, the

approach which will maximize the child's educational progress is best

identified from the child's profile of ability strengths and weaknesses,

as determined by differential diagnosis. The most common implementation

of the DD-PT model in this form involves the matching of instructional

materials and methodologies to children's modality strengths (visual,

auditory or kinesthetic). Evidence supporting this assumption would

consist of research which indicates that designing instruction in accord

with modality strength and weakness leads to more significant educational

gains than does instruction which does not incorporate such modality-

program matching.

EVIDENCE RELATING TO THE FIVE ASSUMPTIONS OF DD-PT

In this section the evidence relating to Assumptions 2-5 is

presented. As mentioned earlier, Assumption I can best be evaluated

by considering the empirical support for the remaining four assumptions.

Assumption 2:

Reliabilities of DD-PT Assessment Instruments

A number of tests have been used for differential diagnosis. Among

those most frequently used are the Bender-Gestalt (Bender, 1938), the
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DTVP (Frostig, 1963), the ITPA (Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk, 1968) and the

Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey (Roach & Kephart, 1966). Other less

frequently used tests include the Auditory Discrimination Test (Wepman,

1973), the Benton Revised Visual Retention Test (Benton, 1955), the

Dennis Visual-Perceptual Scale (Dennis & Dennis, 1969), the Develop-

mental Test of Visual Motor Integration (Beery and Buktenica, 1967),

the Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Test of Auditory Discrimination (Goldman,

Fristoe, & Woodcock, 1970), Memory for Designs (Graham & Dendall, 1960),

Primary Visual Motor Test (Haworth, 1970) and the Screening Test for

Auditory Perception (Kimmell & Wahl, 1969).

In summarizing the reliabilities of these instruments we relied on

reviews by Hammill and Wiederholt (1973), Sedlack and Weener (1973),

Waugh (1975), and Ysseldyke (1973). In addition, test manuals were con-

sulted in an effort to obtain reliability information on DD-PT instru-

ments that were not included in previous reviews.

Generally, two kinds of test reliability are reported. Test-

retest reliability measures the stability of scores over time; it is

obtained by administering the same form of the test on two occasions

and correlating the scores from each testing. Split-half reliability,

a measure of the internal consistency of a test, is determined by

dividing the items in the test into two groups and then correlating the

scores obtained on each half.

Various authors have discussed the reliability levels considered

necessary for a test to be useful. Anastasi (1968) proposed that test
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reliabilities need be above .80. Nummally (1967), on the other hand,

suggests that the minimum reliability level should be determined

according to the purpose for which the test is employed. For instru-

ments used in basic research, minimum reliability is .80, but for

instruments upon which important educational decisions are based, reli-

abilities should be greater than .90 and preferably above .95. Since

DD-PT tests are employed essentially for educational decision making,

we have adopted .85 as a minimum reliability level and .90 as a desired

level--a compromise between the two recommendations. (Hammill & Wiederholt,

1973).

ITPA

Sedlack and Weener (1973), Waugh (1975), and Ysseldyke (1973) review

studies which report reliabilities for the ITPA. The test-retest relia-

bility for ITPA Total Score ranges from .66 to .95. The number of

coefficients was not reported in all the reviews, so the median value

is not calculable. Subtest reliabilities are even more variable, with

Visual Sequential Memory yielding the lowest coefficients (.12-.71) and

Auditory Association the highest (.62-.90). The overall median of sub-

test reliabilities is .71 (Sedlack & Weener, 1973). While ITPA Total

Score reliability is acceptable, the subtest reliabilities are not,

especially with test-retest intervals of greater than six months (Waugh,

1975). In contrast, split-half reliabilities for the ITPA are generally

satisfactory. All are above .85, except Visual Closure which ranges

from .67 to .83.
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DTVP

Overall, test-retest reliabilities for the DTVP have ranged from

.29 to .98 depending upon the subtest examined and grade level of the

children tested (Hammill & Wiederholt, 1973; Ysseldyke, 1973). Total

Score reliability ranges from .69-.98 (median = .79), and subtest reli-

abilities range from .29 to .80. The most reliable subtest is Form

Constancy (.67-.80), and the least reliable is Eye-Hand Coordination

(.29-.42).

As with the ITPA, split-half reliabilities are higher than test-

retest reliabilities. Overall, the split-half reliability for Total

Score has ranged from .78 to .89. Individual subtests range from .35

to .96 depending on the subtest and the age of the children tested. The

most consistent subtest is Figure-Ground (.91-.96), and the least con-

sistent is Spatial Relationships (.52-.67).

Other Visual Tests

Of the seven other predominantly visual perception tests identi-

fied by Ysseldyke (1973) or by us, the Purdue yielded the highest test-

retest reliability coefficient (.95). The Memory for Designs (median =

.87) and the Benton (.85) also met the minimum standard. The remaining

instruments either fell below the minimum reliability level: Chicago

Test of Visual Discrimination (.35-.68), Developmental Test of Visual-

Motor Integration (median .83) and the Primary Visual Motor Test (.82),

or failed to report any reliability level (Dennis Visual-Perceptual

Scale). Again, split-half reliabilities tended to be higher than test-

retest.
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Other Auditory Tests

Since we could locate no reviews of the reliability of auditory

perceptual tests, we examined selected test manuals. Two of three tests

which focus on auditory perception yielded acceptable reliabilities:

the Auditory Discrimination Test (.91) and the Goldman (.81-.87). The

third instrument, the Screening Test for Auditory Perception, reported

no reliability estimates.

Summary of Reliability Evidence

Although split-half reliabilities are generally within the accept-

able range, we must concur with Hammill and Wiederholt (1973) that the

test-retest reliabilities of most DD-PT instruments are unacceptable.

Possible exceptions include the Auditory Discrimination Test, Goldman,

Memory for Designs and Benton. Only the Auditory Discrimination Test

and the Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey report test-retest reliabilities

above .90. The latter estimate is based on only one study which employed

30 children tested at a one week interval.

Low test reliabilities cannot be taken casually. Sedlack and

Weener (1973) dramatize the consequences of the "r = .71" coefficient

of the ITPA subtests:

Suppose that the bottom 30 percent of the first graders in a

school is selected for a special remediation program based on their

September score on a particular ITPA subtest; how many of this

group would be selected for the program based on retesting five

months later in February? Sixty-three percent of the group selected
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in September would also be selected in the February testing, but

37 percent diagnosed as "special" in September would be classified

as "regular" in the February testing. More than one out of three

of the judgments made of the first testing would be considered

errors, on the basis of the retest which correlates .70 (p. 117)

The reliabilities associated with many of the popular DD-PT in-

struments are too low to justify confidence in these measures. While

it is possible that isolated subtests may be more reliable for specific

populations, it has yet to be demonstrated.

Assumption 3:

Validity of Test Results

Validity involves the extent to which a test measures what it is

intended to measure. Research related to DD-PT for each type of validity

described under Assumption 3 is discussed below.

Concurrent Criterion Validity

Concurrent criterion validity is studied by correlating performance

on two or more tests which were given at approximately the same time. A

test is considered to be concurrently valid if it is highly related to

other criterion measures to which, in theory, it should be related. Since

DD-PT tests are assumed to measure abilities that are crucial for academic

success, the "other criterion measures" used to determine their con-

current criterion validity are measures of academic achievement.

To evaluate the correlational evidence, a criterion of acceptability

must be established. Mere statistical significance is not sufficient
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evidence for validity. Any size correlation, no matter how small, can

be statistically significant if a large enough sample is employed. The

guidelines for determining how large correlations must be to satisfy

validity requirements are based upon recommendations by Guilford (1956),

and Garrett (1954): a correlation coefficient of .35 is set as the

minimum acceptable cut off point as evidence of adequate criterion vali-

dity, while a coefficient of .30 is considered marginally useful. In

examining the evidence on validity it is important to consider those

studies that control for extraneous variables (e.g., intelligence) which

spuriously inflate correltaions between specific ability measures and

achievement. We have tried to report separately studies in which IQ

was controlled. A discussion of this problem is presented in the section

summarizing the validity research.

The strategy in summarizing validity studies was to consider first

the most comprehensive reviews in each area (psycholinguistic, visual

perception, and auditory perception), and subsequently to examine studies

which were not included in the more extensive reviews. In most studies

reading achievement was the criterion measure, with arithmetic, spelling,

and science achievement examined less frequently. Correlations between

DD-PT assessments and intelligence and other perceptual motor tests are

considered in the section on construct validity.

Psycholinguistic abilities. Five reviewers focus on the relation-

ship between academic achievement and the ITPA (Haring & Bateman, 1977;

Larsen & Hammill, 1975; Newcomer & Hammill, 1975; Proger et al., 1973;
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and Sedlack & Weener, 1973). Newcomer and Hammill's review is the most

comprehensive, reporting 1152 separate correlation coefficients taken

from 24 studies (see Table 1). They located 820 correlations between

ITPA scores and reading performance. Considering the 12 ITPA subtests

and Total Score, only Auditory Association, Grammatic Closure, Sound

Blending and Total Score showed median correlations equal to or in excess

of .35. "The other subtests, including all those measuring visual

processing skills, yielded coefficients which are either not statisti-

cally significant or are so low as to have little practical value"

(Newcomer & Hammill, 1975, p. 734). In the five studies which partial led

Insert Table 1 about here

out intelligence, only Grammatic Closure (r = .38) survived as a useful

predictor of reading achievement. A total of 178 correlations were

reported between ITPA performance and spelling. Again, only Grammatic

Closure yielded an adequate correlation (.41), and even it failed to

meet criterion in the one study which controlled for intelligence. Of

the 154 correlations between ITPA scores and arithmetic performance,

only Grammatic Closure, Auditory Association and Total Score achieved

correlations above .35. In the one study which controlled for intelli-

gence no correlations reached the minimum criterion.

In examining the four other reviews of the ITPA only two additional

studies relating to concurrent validity were found. Primary sources were

consulted in both of those cases. Lovell and Gorton (1968) reported
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correlations of .48 and .21 between ITPA Total Score and reading age for

"backward" and normal readers, respectively. They did not report results

for ITPA subtests and reading achievement. Cicirelli, Granger, Schemmel,

Cooper, and Holthouse (1971) found that Auditory Reception, Auditory Associ-

ation, Grammatic Closure, and Total Score were most highly correlated with

scores on the Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT), r = 60.

Results of investigations on the concurrent criterion validity of

the ITPA indicate that while individual investigators sometimes reported

satisfactory validity coefficients the preponderant finding (Newcomer &

Hammill, 1975) is that only Grammatic Closure, Sound Blending, Auditory

Association and the Total Score are useful concurrent correlates of

achievement. Of these, only Grammatic Closure achieved concurrent vali-

dity when investigations controlled for IQ.

Visual perception. In this section evidence is presented on the

concurrent validity of several tests of visual perception (e.g., the DTVP),

as well as on specific visual perceptual abilities as measured by dif-

ferent instruments.

Developmental test of visual perception. Nine studies investi-

gating the relation between performance on the DTVP and academic perfor-

mance were reviewed by Hammill and Wiederholt (1973) and Larsen and Hammill

(1975). These studies reported a total of 204 correlation coefficients.

A summary of those results, reported by subtest, appears in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here
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All subtests except Eye-Hand Coordination are useful estimates of

arithmetic performance. With respect to reading, however, no DTVP

subtest is concurrently valid. The DTVP Total Score may be more highly

correlated with reading achievement at lower grade levels. Based on

the correlations from five studies summarized in Hammill and Wiederholt's

earlier review (1973), the average correlation between reading achieve-

ment and DTVP Total Score was .39 for first graders, .34 for the second

graders, and .19 for third graders. Thus, concurrent validity of the

DTVP may be dependent upon the ages and experiences of the children

tested.

Other visual perceptual tests. Larsen and Hammill (1975) report

the results of 11 studies using the Bender-Gestalt, 12 studies using Birch-

Belmont-like assessments, six studies using subtests of the Wechsler

Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC), and five using the matching

subtest of the MRT (see Table 2). These tests appear to hold little or

no promise as concurrent estimates of either reading or arithmetic

achievement.

Specific visual perceptual abilities. Larsen and Hammill (1975)

summarized the relationships between academic performance (collapsed

across reading, spelling, arithmetic, and readiness) and four specific

visual perceptual abilities as measured by a variety of instruments

(Chicago Test of Visual Discrimination, MRT, Perceptual Achievement Forms

Test, WISC, Memory for Designs, Birch-Belmont-like instruments, Bender-

Gestalt, ITPA & the DTVP). A number of standardized tests served as
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achievement measures (e.g., Metropolitan Achievement Test and the Wide

Range Achievement Test). Specific abilities considered were visual

discrimination, visual memory, spatial relations, and auditory-visual

integration. They reviewed 60 studies that included 600 individual

correlation coefficients (see Table 3). Inspection of the correlations

shows rather clearly that none of these visual perceptual abilities were

a valid indicator of academic achievement.

Insert Table 3 about here

Thirteen studies not appearing in Larsen and Hammill's review were

located in reviews by Silverston and Deichman (1975), Ysseldyke (1973),

Hammill (1972), and Sabatino (1973), and by an additional library search.

We obtained primary sources for seven of these studies. For these seven,

median correlation coefficients were computed between visual abilities

(visual discrimination, audio-visual integration, copying and visual

memory) and achievement (comprehension, vocabulary, arithmetic, spelling,

and writing). Using the .35 cutoff, visual discrimination (42 coefficients)

evidenced concurrent validity with regard to reading comprehension (but

not word recognition), spelling and writing; copying subtests (5 coeffi-

cients) appeared to be valid estimates of reading comprehension and writing

achievement; and audio-visual integration subtests (16 coefficients) were

valid estimates for reading comprehension. While these studies reported

correlations somewhat higher than those reviewed by Larsen and Hammill
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(1975), it is clear that their addition to the 60 studies contained in

that review would not raise the median correlations enough to satisfy

validity requirements. Moreover, none of the seven studies partial led

out IQ.

We were unable to procure primary sources for the remaining six

2
studies. According to other reviewers, however, these studies tended

to report coefficients that would not satisfy minimum validity standards.

Auditory perception. Hammill (1972), Hammill and Larsen (1974b),

Haring and Bateman (1977), Sabatino (1973), and Silverston and Deichman

(1975) have reviewed studies of the relationship between auditory abi-

lities and academic achievement. Of these, Hammill and Larsen provided

the most comprehensive account, reviewing 30 studies that contained a

total of 279 correlation coefficients. Since four of these studies were

longitudinal, they will be considered in the section on predictive

validity.

Auditory perception tests. Of the frequently used auditory

perception tests (Auditory Discrimination Test, the Birch-Belmont, Detroit:

Attention for Related Syllables, ITPA: Auditory Sequential Memory,

Roswell-Chall: Auditory Blending Test, Seashore, and WISC: Digit Span)

only two were correlated greater than .35 with reading: Roswell-Chall

with general reading and Birch-Belmont with comprehension (Hammill &

Larsen, 1974b). In neither case was intelligence partialled out.

Specific auditory perceptual abilities. Median correlations

between five auditory abilities (auditory-visual integration, sound
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blending, auditory memory, phonetic auditory discrimination and non-

phonetic auditory discrimination) and general reading ability were

reported by Hammill and Larsen (1974b). When correlations were corrected

for intelligence (as was done in 63 of the coefficients) no auditory

abilities provided useful concurrent estimates of general reading skill.

This was also true when the correlations were broken down by grade

level. When intelligence was not partial led out, sound blending was

correlated above the .35 cutoff with overall reading achievement. Table

4 reports a breakdown of the relationship between the five auditory

abilities and two reading components: word recognition and comprehension.

As can be seen, only auditory-visual integration achieved a median corre-

lation of greater than .35 with a reading subskill.

Insert Table 4 about here

Only three studies were located which did not appear in Hammill and

Larsen (1974b). Lovell and Gorton (1968) reported correlations of .38

and .13 between auditory discrimination and reading for "backward" and

normal readers, respectively. In 1970, Zunif and Carsen (described in

Haring & Bateman, 1977) reported correlations of .54 and .58 between

two rhythm tests and reading. These same tests correlated only .03 and

.07 with arithmetic. In neither of these studies was intelligence

partialled out. Finally, Sabatino reported that auditory integration

(blending) has been shown by Alshan (1965) to "predict reading achieve-

ment in restricted populations" (1973, p. 65).
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Taken together, studies investigating the relationship between

measures of auditory perceptual abilities and academic achievement fail

to demonstrate the concurrent validity of the auditory measures. Lack

of evidence for concurrent validity is particularly striking within

those studies that control for IQ.

Summary of concurrent validity. Results of this review indicate

that the ITPA has not proven to be concurrently valid with respect to

academic achievement; only Grammatic Closure and the Total Score corre-

late satisfactorily with academic skills when IQ is controlled. Visual

perception as measured by the DTVP may adequately predict arithmetic but

not reading performance. Other visual perceptual tests produce similarly

disappointing results. Likewise, instruments which assess auditory

perception tend not to serve as concurrently valid estimates of reading

or arithmetic achievement. This picture remains consistent when one

considers specific visual and auditory abilities across tests. Except

for sound blending ability, which correlated with reading achievement

at the secondary level, and audio-visual integration, which correlated

with reading comprehension, the nine specific abilities studied are not

valid estimators of academic achievement. The exceptions may also be

suspect since IQ was not partial led out of the correlations. It is

difficult to escape the general conclusion that measurement devices

traditionally used in differential diagnosis lack concurrent criterion

validity with respect to academic skills.
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Predictive Criterion Validity

While concurrent validity is examined by correlating ability and

achievement tests given at the same point in time, predictive validity

is determined by correlating psychological abilities measured at one

point in time (often kindergarten) with later academic achievement.

Correlations above the .35 criterion would raise confidence in the pre-

dictive validity of ability measures. Barrett (1965a), Hammill and

Larsen (1974b), Larsen and Hammill (1975), Newcomer and Hammill (1975),

Sedlack and Weener (1973), and Silverston and Deichman (1975) together

examined 29 studies of predictive validity. The interval between ability

and achievement testing in these studies ranged from three months to

three years.

Psycholinguistic abilities. Four studies were reviewed by Newcomer

and Hammill (1975) in which ITPA performance was correlated with achieve-

ment measures taken at least nine months later. In general, ITPA

Total Score was a useful predictor of general achievement.

As for the ITPA subtests, Auditory Association consistently predicted

reading achievement across studies. Failure to partial out IQ may account

for this finding, given that Auditory Association appeared to be a con-

currently valid estimate of reading except in studies which controlled

for IQ. The picture of predictive validity is unclear for other ITPA

subtests and achievement measures. Results from the various studies

are in conflict. Hirshoren (1969) found six of nine subtests predictive

of spelling performance, but this was not replicated in the Westinghouse

(1969) study. Similar disparities have been noted when arithmetic was
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the object of prediction. Hirshoren reported that every ITPA subtest

usefully predicted arithmetic achievement; Mueller (1969), on the other

hand, found no significant predictors among the subtests. In none of the

studies was the contribution of intelligence controlled. This, along

with the fact that so few studies have been performed make it extremely

difficult to evaluate the predictive validity of various ITPA subtests.

Visual perception. Five studies which investigated the predic-

tive validity of the Bender for academic achievement appeared in reviews

by Larsen and Hammill (1975) and Newcomer and Hammill (1975). Only

reading comprehension had five or more reported correlations with the

Bender. These ranged from .17 to .51 with a median of .28. The 15

coefficients presented for all types of achievement ranged from .16

to .51, with a median of .33. It appeared that the Bender predicted

arithmetic and spelling performances better than it did reading. In

only one of these investigations was intelligence partial led out. Keogh

(1965) reported that correlations between the Bender and reading achieve-

ment became insignificant when this was done. Keogh expressed the

problems of predictive validity for the Bender.

Cutoff scores defining good Bender performance at kindergarten

or third grade clearly identified successful readers; poor Bender

performance at either grade was nondefinitive for individual

prediction....although correlations between the Bender and reading

criteria were of statistical significance, magnitudes were too

small to allow confident individual prediction of reading from
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the Bender. Individual design interpretation...for differential

diagnosis [was] not supported. (1965; p. 83)

5
Eighteen studies involving 112 correlations pertaining to the

predictive validity of miscellaneous visual perceptual tests were

included in the reviews by Barrett (1965a), Larsen and Hammill (1975),

Newcomer and Hammill (1975), and Silverston and Deichman (1975). Table

5 presents our calculation of median correlations from these studies

between four visual abilities (visual discrimination, auditory-visual

integration, gross and fine motor movement, and laterality and body

image) and various achievement areas. The only correlation that meets

Insert Table 5 about here

validity standards is between visual discrimination and reading compre-

hension. Since there were only three reported correlations between

auditory-visual integration and academic performance, it is difficult

to evaluate the predictive validity of this ability. Intelligence was

not partial led out of these correlations.

Auditory perception. From reviews by Hammill and Larsen (1974b),

Larsen and Hammill (1975), and Newcomer and Hammill (1975), four primary

sources were located which dealt with the predictive validity of

auditory perceptual abilities for later achievement. A total of 26

separate correlations yielded a median correlation of .38. Only the

relationship of auditory blending and auditory discrimination to reading
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comprehension were examined in enough analyses to be summarized sepa-

rately. Median correlations were .50 (8 coefficients) and .37 (5 coef-

ficients) respectively. The highest correlations were reported for

reading and the lowest for writing (although the latter is based on

only a few coefficients). In general, these studies suggest that

auditory ability measures may have satisfactory predictive validity.

However, some caution should be exercised since intelligence was not

partial led out in any of the studies.

Summary of predictive validity. ITPA Total Score, certain

ITPA subtests, visual discrimination, auditory discrimination and audi-

tory blending all appear to be correlated with various academic skills

beyond the .35 level. It is difficult, however, to draw firm conclusions

regarding the predictive validity of various DD-PT measures since so few

longitudinal studies have investigated the relationship between specific

abilities and specific academic skills.

Caution is warranted in interpreting the correlation coefficients

presented in the concurrent and predictive criterion validity sections.

Correlation coefficients between tests can be influenced by many factors,

not all of which are related to the true relationship between the

measures (Proger et al., 1973; Ysseldyke, 1973). Spuriously low or

high correlations could result from several of the following conditions.

First, there tends to be much common variation in correlation coefficients.

A specific ability may appear to correlate highly with reading achievement,

but this correlation could be the result of some other factor that is
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being inadvertently measured by the ability test. Since intelligence

appears to be correlated substantially, both with reading and with

underlying perceptual abilities, the correlation between reading and a

perceptual ability could be due to the common component of intelligence.

Second, correlations between an ability test and a criterion could be

low not because the ability test is invalid, but because the criterion

to which it is compared is itself invalid. This should not be a major

problem for the studies reported in this section, since the criteria are

generally measures of academic achievement. Third, coefficients are

less reliable when based on small samples. With small samples reported

correlations may be spuriously high, or drastically underestimated.

Generally, information on sample size was omitted in the reviews. In

addition, correlations tend to be deflated when samples are drawn from

highly homogenous groups with a restricted range of ability. Again, the

reviews tended not to supply specific information on the characteristics

of the research population and sampling procedures. For these reasons

we believe that examination of several studies gives a more accurate

picture of DD-PT instrument validity than does any single study by

itself. Finally, the validity of any test is limited by its reliability.

This fact is particularly problematic for the DD-PT model since many of

the test instruments suffer significant reliability deficiencies as

noted earlier. Without satisfactory reliabilities, one cannot hope to

demonstrate satisfactory validity.
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Diagnostic Validity

The diagnostic validity of a test is its ability to discriminate

between groups which are known to differ on some other variable, such

as reading skill, presence of a learning disability, race, or socio-

economic status. Typically, the diagnostic validity of ability tests

has been studied by determining whether or not an ability test differ-

entiates between good readers and poor readers. Diagnostic validity

is an important consideration because many of the DD-PT tests and

subtests are used to classify children as educable mentally retarded,

learning disabled, neurologically impaired, educationally handicapped,

etc. Such classifications can have rather dramatic effects on a

child's life, possibly disqualifying the child from receiving special

education services or, alternatively, resulting in placement in a

restrictive setting, e.g., a special class.

Psycholinguistic abilities. Three reviews of diagnostic validity

concern themselves exclusively with the ITPA (Newcomer & Hammill, 1975;

Proger et al., 1973; and Sedlack & Weener, 1973). Newcomer and Hammill

(1975) summarized 24 studies that attempted to determine whether ITPA

performance distinguished between good and poor readers. Table 6

summarizes the percentage of analyses in which subtests successfully

differentiated groups of readers. In the 14 studies which did not

Insert Table 6 about here
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control for intelligence, only Grammatic Closure and Sound Blending

were successful in differentiating between groups of readers in more

than one-half of the studies. In the studies that controlled for intelli-

gence no subtest differentiated between groups more than 33% of the time.

Proger et al. (1973) reveiwed two studies which were not reported

in the other reviews (Dugger, 1969; Gaskins, 1971). Both studies examined

the power of the ITPA to distinguish good and poor readers. Neither study

reported significant differences between good and poor readers on any

portion of the ITPA. In a recent study Larsen, Rogers, and Sowell (1976)

compared learning disabled children who also had reading deficits with

non handicapped normal readers on three subtests of the ITPA (Visual and

Auditory Sequential Memory and Sound Blending). They could detect no

differences between groups.

Visual perceptual abilities. Studies which attempted to assess

the diagnostic validity of various measures of visual perception have

been identified by Hammill (1972), Hammill and Larsen (1974b), Larsen

and Hammill (1975), Sabatino (1973), Silverston and Deichman (1975),

and Ysseldyke (1973). In all, 16 studies were located and consulted

as primary sources (see Table 7).

Of the 37 comparisons which attempted to differentiate between

good and poor readers, 19 (51%) were successful. This percentage is

reduced to 32% in the studies which controlled for intelligence.

Insert Table 7 about here
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Analysis by subskill revealed that the majority of significant differ-

ences are accounted for by auditory-visual integration measures. Overall,

neither visual discrimination, visual memory, nor miscellaneous visual

ability measures distinguished between good and poor readers more than

36% of the time.

Auditory perception. Diagnostic validity of auditory ability tests

has been reviewed by Hammill (1972), Hammill and Larsen (1974b), and

Sabatino (1973). Many of the studies were not described in detail in

these reviews; thus, primary sources were consulted whenever possible.

8
Fifteen studies examined the diagnostic validity of various

auditory abilities for differentiating good from poor readers. Overall,

88% of the auditory perception measures (35/40) showed significant

differences between groups of readers. Even with intelligence controlled,

six of eight measures (75%) were significant (see Table 7). Larsen

et al., (1976) was the single study which attempted to verify the diag-

nostic validity of an auditory test on a population other than good

and poor readers. When they compared learning disabled and normal chil-

dren on the Auditory Discrimination Test they found no differences.

Summary of diagnostic validity. Neither subtests of the ITPA nor

most visual perceptual abilities (except auditory-visual integration)

possess satisfactory diagnostic validity for reading. By contrast,

auditory measures demonstrate good diagnostic validity for reading.

Many instruments frequently used in differential diagnosis have yet to
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be examined for diagnostic validity in academic achievement areas other

than reading. Except for auditory tests, the diagnostic validity of

differential diagnostic instruments is inadequate.

Construct Validity

The construct validity of a test can be viewed as the degree to

which the test delineates the dimensions of the theoretical model on

which it is based. Proger et al., (1973) describe a construct as an

abstract variable, delineated by an individual theoretician, which

represents an hypothesis of how a variety of behaviors will correlate

with one another. Evidence relating to other types of validity (e.g.,

concurrent) are relevant to construct validity. However, the present

discussion of construct validity is limited to factor analytic studies

that describe the psychological dimensions of a test, and to concurrent

criterion validity studies which relate other hypothetical constructs,

such as intelligence and perceptual motor ability, to the test in question.

ITPA. The ITPA is composed of 12 subtests which attempt to assess

language performance at two levels (representational and automatic), two

channels (auditory-vocal and visual-motor), and three processes (reception,

association, and expression). If the theoretical model underlying the

ITPA is valid, then factor analytic studies should distinguish performance

along the levels, channels, and processes. Factor analytic studies of

the ITPA have been reviewed by Proger et al. (1973), Sedlack and Weener

(1973), Meyers (1969), and Waugh (1975).
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Conclusions regarding the construct validity of the ITPA differ

depending upon how individual investigators conducted their factor

analyses. Early studies examined factor groupings of just the ITPA

subtests without employing external criteria. Proger (1973) summarized

nine such studies as indicating that the factor analytic structure of

the ITPA is much simpler than the model on which it is based. Besides

a general linguistic factor that is similar to a general intelligence

factor, only the channels dimension seemed to be clearly distinct.

Sedlack and Weener (1973), who consider 20 factor analytic studies, are

even less positive:

The tentative factors that have been identified in factor analytic

studies offer scant support for the channel-level-process model on

which the ITPA is based.... it is difficult to say what kind of

factor structure one would predict, based upon the theoretical

model of the ITPA...[since] factors which would honor process

distinctions would cut across channels and levels, etc. (p. 124)

Waugh (1975) reached an opposite conclusion, that there was indeed empir-

ical support for the ITPA model. Her review included three recent studies

which employed not only the ITPA but other reference tests designed to

measure the same traits as the ITPA.

Waugh's analysis is supported by Newcomer, Hare, Hammill, and

McGettigan (1974), a primary source not included in previous reviews.

They factor analyzed the ITPA with twenty criterion tests judged to

parallel the functions measured by the ITPA, and found ten factors
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accounting for 66% of the total variance. According to these data, the

ITPA subtests appear to measure independent abilities with the exception

of Visual Sequential Memory, Visual Reception and Auditory Reception.

They also found support for the level and process dimensions, but not

for visual and auditory channels. If the "visual" tests do not measure

a unique function, this could explain why the auditory tests of the ITPA

relate higher than do the visual test to measures of academic performance.

A test's construct validity can also be studied by examining the

pattern of correlations between it and other "theoretically related"

performances. For example, if ITPA subtests correlate highly with

criterion measures to which they in theory should correlate (e.g., Audi-

tory Reception with reading comprehension), yet have near zero correla-

tions with other criterion measures from which they should in theory

be independent (e.g., Auditory Reception with arithmetic computation),

then this would be interpreted as support for the constructs that the

subtests claim to measure (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Sedlack and Weener

(1973), reviewing studies that followed this strategy, conclude that

"findings from each of these studies were quite mixed, and none showed

expected relationships (or non-relationships) between the criterion

variables and the ITPA" (p. 123).

Proger et al. (1973) reported data from 24 studies on the relation-

ships of various measures of intelligence and language scores to the

ITPA. Twenty-five correlations between intelligence subtests and the

ITPA subtests ranged from .14 to .83, with a median of .50. This supports
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the general conclusion of other reviewers that intelligence may account

for a large portion of the variance in the scores of the ITPA. The

consistent relationship between the ITPA and measures of intelligence

poses a serious problem for the studies relating the ITPA to academic

skills, since in most of these studies intelligence was not partialled

out.

DTVP. Since the DTVP is composed of five subtests which are intended

to tap distinct aspects of visual perception, this instrument's construct

validity would be supported by factor analytic results which indicated

five factor groupings. Hammill and Wiederholt (1973) reviewed construct

validity studies on the DTVP. They report that nine studies failed to

find five separate perceptual factors in the DTVP, "In fact, seven studies

found only one factor, while the other two studies found only two" (p. 41).

Hammill and Wiederholt also report fourteen studies which correlated IQ

measures to the DTVP. These coefficients ranged from .18 to .59, with

a median of .39. Correlation between the DTVP and the Bender are reported

in three studies, yielding coefficients of .75, .52 and .63. Results,

in general, do not show the patterns of high and low correlations that

are needed for construct validation, and may be accounted for by a third

factor common to each measure, namely intelligence.

Auditory tests. Sabatino (1973) reviews factor analytic studies

across a number of auditory ability tests. Although not reporting the

specific tests used, he concludes:

Review of the factorial work to date suggests that the aspects

of auditory perception defined as important by any given researcher
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are simply those he selected to study. The general lack of agree-

ment as to the important dimensions of auditory perception bears

out again the complexity of abilities, subskills and skills

present in its make-up. (p. 58)

Sabatino also reported that for three studies, correlations of auditory

perception with intelligence hovered around .40. Apparently, very little

research has addressed the construct validity of auditory perceptual

measures.

Summary of construct validity. Reviews on the construct validity

of tests used to measure underlying ability provide mixed results.

Factor analytic studies indicate that ITPA performance is highly related

to IQ, but give considerable support for the level and process dimensions

hypothesized by the model. In contrast, there exists no support for the

existence of five independent perceptual abilities as suggested by the

DTVP. One should bear in mind that even if factor structures were found,

it would not mean that the test instrument is educationally useful, or

even that the factor structure was properly named. Indeed, Waugh (1975)

has suggested that the ITPA is misnamed and is really a measure of cogni-

tive functioning or intelligence rather than of perceptual and psycho-

linguistic abilities.

Assumption 4A:

Training Weak Abilities

According to the DD-PT model, children who have failed to develop

adequate perceptual, motor, or psycholinguistic abilities will encounter
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serious problems in acquiring basic academic skills. When weak abilities

are identified, they should be trained or strengthened lest they continue

to obstruct school progress. Major assumptions inherent in this view are

that these skills can be trained and that such training will result in

improved academic performance. This section will consider the extent to

which systematic training of underlying abilities has been successful in

improving those abilities. The effect of ability training on academic

achievement measures will be described in the next section.

A common research paradigm characterizes ability training investi-

gations. First, children are identified who perform poorly both on an

ability assessment and on an academic measure. Second, some of these

children are selected to form the experimental group and are given

ability training; the others serve as a control and receive the "regular"

program of instruction. Finally, after a specified time has passed both

groups of children are retested on the original ability test and their

performance is compared. The amount of ability improvement is analyzed

as a function of the two treatments.

Perceptual Motor Training

Goodman and Hammill (1973), Hallahan and Cruickshank (1973), Hammill

(1972), Hammill et al. (1974), Haring and Bateman (1971), Keogh (1974),

Kleisius (1972), Krippner (1973), Proger et al. (1973), Robinson (1972),

Sabatino (1973), Sedlack and Weener (1973), and Ysseldyke (1973) have

all provided reviews of training in different ability areas. These

reviews differ in several respects other than the specific ability area
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of focus. Some concentrated on specific psychometric ability tests and

attempted to determine if various approaches to ability training had

been successful in improving performance on these specific tests (Hammill

& Larsen, 1974a; Proger et al., 1973; Sedlack & Weener, 1973). Others

focused on a particular training program, such as that developed by

Frostig and Horne (1964), and recorded that program's success in improving

underlying abilities as measured by various instruments (Hallahan &

Cruickshank, 1973; Haring &Bateman, 1977; and Robinson, 1972). Other

reviewers examined multiple programs and their effects on a variety of

tests (Hallahan & Cruickshank, 1973; Kleisius, 1972; Proger et al., 1973;

Sabatino, 1973; and Ysseldyke, 1973). Only twice have reviewers attempted

to categorize studies on the basis of the population studied (Hallahan &

Cruickshank, 1973; Hammill & Larsen, 1974a). Another difference among

reviews has been the inclination of some authors to differentiate between

well and poorly designed studies. Finally, some reviewers merely reported

presence or absence of treatment effects, while others reported in greater

detail how particular treatments affected particular measures. These

differences among reviews, along with the fact that no review was compre-

hensive, have contributed to divergent and sometimes conflicting conclu-

sions regarding the degree of success enjoyed by ability training programs.

In an attempt to provide a more complete picture of the training

studies, the following strategy was adopted. The most comprehensive

reviews are reported first, followed by studies from other reviews which

were not included in the more comprehensive reviews. Primary sources
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were consulted when reviews presented conflicting information or lacked

sufficient detail. Since it was impossible to secure primary sources in

every such instance, it was sometimes necessary to report the studies

as described in the review. The only studies considered were those in

which trained and untrained groups were compared, and in which training

focused on a psychological ability considered important for academic

achievement.

Table 8 summarizes the success of training for abilities popularized

by DD-PT. Studies are classified according to the specific training

Insert Table 8 about here

program employed and as to the adequacy of the research design. The

differentiation between well and poorly designed studies was not ours;

rather, these were the judgments of past reviewers. For example, to be

classified as well designed by Hammill et alo (1974), a study had to

have an N > 20, a control group and training for a minimum of 15 weeks.

Hallahan and Cruickshank (1973) classified studies as well or poorly

designed depending upon the extent to which a study controlled (e.g.

random assignment) for potential sources of bias. It is evident from

this table that well designed attempts to train underlying abilities

are characterized by failure; only 24% of these studies show success.

Ability training more often appeared to succeed in the poorly designed

studies (88%). All studies considered, the overwhelming weight of this
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research indicates that underlying abilities presumed important for

school learning are remarkably resistant to improvement through training

with current methods. Significant ability training effects are observed

on only 43% of the measures.

The same pattern is evident for individual training programs. Of

the studies rated as good, only 12.5% of those employing Frostig

training materials report success in improving visual abilities. To

include poorly designed studies and those not rated raises the success

rate to 55%, but brings into doubt the validity of the claim to success.

Well designed studies employing Kephart-Getman procedures show a 24%

success rate. Success rate rises only to 34% when all Kephart-Getman

studies are included. The success rate with the Delacato approach is

0% for well designed studies and 76% for all studies. Studies employing

miscellaneous perceptual-motor training programs show a success rate of

only 43%.

Psycholinguistic Training

Training of psycholinguistic abilities as measured by the ITPA has

been summarized by Hammill and Larsen (197 4a) who considered 39 studies

and 280 separate comparisons of trained and untrained groups. They

categorized results by training program, (i.e., Peabody Language Develop-

ment Kit [PDLK] or a selected activities approach), by psycholinguistic

ability measured, by population studied, and by degree of individuali-

zation (prescriptive vSo non-individualized, where all children were

exposed to a set program).
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Table 9 reveals that neither training program (PDLK vs. selected

activities) produced consistently positive results, with success rates

Insert Table 9 about here

generally below 50%. Similarly, results for the various populations

studied indicate that training failed more often than not. Of the

specific abilities subjected to training, only verbal expression

appeared trainable in more than 50% of the studies. Finally, pre-

scriptive approaches were, in general, no more effective than non-

individualized approaches.

Summary of Ability Training

After reviewing over 100 separate studies covering a wide range of

auditory, visual and psycholinguistic training programs, one finds little

evidence to support the trainability of underlying psychological abili-

ties. Fewer than 50% of training efforts have yielded dividends in

ability growth. This is the case whether results are summarized according

to specific training programs, to the degree of individualization, or

to the populations studied.

Assumption 4B:

Effects on Academic Performance

The crucial test of the DD-PT model is whether training weak

abilities leads to increased academic success. The research paradigm
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in studies which address this issue is essentially the same as that

described in the previous section on ability training. The primary

difference, of course, is that training is not evaluated on the basis

of improved ability test scores, but instead on improved performance

on tests of academic functioning (e.g., reading achievement) or some-

times on measures of intellectual functioning (e.g., the WISC).

While Hallahan and Cruickshank (1973), Hammill and Wiederholt

(1973), Keogh (1974), Kleisius (1972), Robinson (1972), and Sedlack

and Weener (1973) all provide reviews of this aspect of DD-PT, the

most comprehensive reviews are those by Goodman and Hammill (1973),

and Hammill et al. (1974).

These reviews cover over 100 separate investigations. In addition,

five studies reviewed by Keogh (1974) were not reported in sufficient

detail for inclusion in this summary and were not available as primary

sources. These studies (Coleman, 1972; Hopper, 1962; Morgan, Note 2;

Shearer, Note 3; and Young, Note 4), however, generally reported sig-

nificant effects on some academic measures.

Table 10 summarizes the studies according to type of training

program (e.g., Kephart-Getman, Frostig, etc.), type of outcome measure

(e.g., readiness, reading, IQ, etc.), quality of research design as

judged by the reviewers, the number of measures and the percent of

these measures on which trained groups outperformed untrained controls

(i.e., percent successes).
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Insert Table 10 about here

Considering all studies together, ability trained groups surpassed

control groups on only 38% of the 116 measures reported. This figure

reduces to 36% when the studies designated as "poor" are eliminated.

Intelligence measures were least often affected (14%) and "miscellaneous

other" measures most affected (75%). Many of the latter would not be

considered achievement measures. Reading and general achievement com-

bined were positively affected only 35% of the time. When only good

studies were considered, this reduced to 33%.

When the effects on reading and general achievement are analyzed

by type of training program, the results fail to support any particular

approach to ability training. Kephart-Getman (42%) and "other visual

perceptual" programs (61%) enjoy more success than do Frostig (17%),

Delacato (20%), auditory perceptual (33%) or "other ability" programs

(38%).

Assumption 5:

Matching Instruction to Learner Strengths

The final issue of concern is whether knowledge of a child's

profile of strengths and weaknesses is useful in planning academic

instruction. This approach is based on the supposition that aptitude-

treatment interactions exist. Such a strategy may improve learning

even though the weak abilities themselves are resistant to training.
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To illustrate, for a child who is diagnosed as an "auditory learner,"

it is recommended that academic instruction be provided through the

auditory channel rather than through the weaker visual channel (Johnson

& Myklebust, 1967; Wepman, 1971; and Lerner, 1971).

The standard research paradigm employed in these "modality matching"

studies involves identifying children's strong and weak modalities through

an instrument like the ITPA. Next, some children receive academic instruc-

tion through their strong modality while others receive instruction

through their weak modality. Finally, achievement is studied to deter-

mine if children whose instructional program matched their modality

strengths surpassed those whose program matched their modality weakness.

Arter and Jenkins (1977) and Ysseldyke (1973) have reviewed the

modality matching research. Arter and Jenkins' review is the more

comprehensive, including 15 studies in which children identified as

auditory, visual or kinesthetic learners were presented with reading

instruction based on auditory, visual or kinesthetic approaches. In

14 of the 15 studies, matching instruction with modality strength

failed to produce differential improvement; children learned equally

well whether or not instruction was matched to their strong modality.

In no study involving elementary aged students was the approach

successful.

The consistently negative nature of these results casts consider-

able doubt on the usefulness of ability assessments in planning academic

instruction. However, modality studies to date have been concerned with
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reading instruction; other academic areas may be more amenable to

modality influence.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Criticism of the DD-PT model is based upon philosophical, theoret-

ical, and empirical considerations. In this section the validity of the

five assumptions which underlie the DD-PTmodel is discussed in light of

existing evidence.

Assumption 1:

Existence and Measurability of Abilities

In some ideal sense educationally relevant abilities may exist

and be measurable. However, two major obstacles have thwarted attempts

to identify and assess educationally important abilities. One is

definitional while the other is measurement-related. The terminology

used by DD-PT has posed a significant problem since there is little

agreement as to what is meant by many of the ability labels. For example,

Hammill (1972) in reviewing 33 studies of "perception" found that some

authors considered perception as the entire perceptive process from

stimulus reception to cognitive analysis. Other authors made a dis-

tinction between "sensation" (receiving stimuli) and "perception" (the

remainder of the process). Still other writers distinguished between

sensation and cognition, with "perception" subsumed under the rubric of

"cognition." Finally, there are those who distinguish among "sensation,"

"perception" and "cognition." In the latter case, the processes which

involve thinking are assigned to cognition, while those dealing with
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nonsymbolic, nonabstract properties of stimuli are relegated to per-

ception. These differences in terminology not only make communication

difficult, but also make tests and their results ambiguous, especially

for those attempting to design remediation materials.

Those attempting to support the first assumption of DD-PT encounter

another obstacle, namely the measurement of hypothetical constructs.

Test developers attempt to label their instruments to indicate the

variable under consideration. When that variable is an abstract concept,

there is no guarantee that the measure actually taps that construct. An

example comes from the ITPA which purports to test psycholinguistic

ability. Waugh (1975), after reviewing the research on reliability and

validity of the ITPA, concluded that the test does not measure psycho-

linguistic functioning, but instead measures cognitive functioning, that

is, intelligence.

An underlying ability is assessed by measuring performance on

activities which are thought to require the ability. Unfortunately,

no activity can be considered a pure measure of an isolated ability.

Any assessment task is susceptible to contamination by irrelevant (with

respect to the target ability) features of the task. For example,

putting shapes in a sequence depends not only on "visual sequential

memory" but also on the motor ability to physically manipulate the

shapes and the ability to understand the verbal instructions which

detail the task requirements.

Thus, even though Assumption 1 cannot, in principle, be disproven,

its acceptance would seem to require either an act of faith or empirical
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demonstrations of the efficacy of the DD-PT model. The latter is the

subject of the next assumptions.

Assumption 2:

Reliability of the Tests Used in Differential Diagnosis

Measurement authorities suggest that if important decisions are

to be made on the basis of a test, then that test should produce retest

reliability coefficients of at least .85. The median reliabilities of

the most frequently employed tests for the DD-PT do not meet this minimum

criterion; the median reported reliability for the ITPA subtests is .71

and for the DTVP Total Score is .79. The median reliabilities of many

of the ITPA and DTVP subtests, which are used to prescribe different

kinds of instruction, are even lower. Reliabilities of other tests

commonly used in DD-PT range from .35 to .90 with a median of .83.

Clearly, the evidence on reliability of DD-PT instruments does not jus-

tify confidence in their continued use as a basis for making important

educational decisions.

Assumption 3:

Validity of the Tests Used in Differential Diagnosis

Instruments employed in DD-PT were examined in connection with four

types of test validity. Research indicates that while individual investi-

gations occasionally report satisfactory correlations, overall results

have not proven differential ability tests to be concurrently valid with

respect to academic achievement. Exceptions include ITPA Grammatic
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Closure and Total Score for reading achievement, and the DTVP Total

Score for arithmetic achievement. Studies in which IQ is controlled

report far fewer differential ability-achievement relationships than

do studies which do not partial out IQ.

With regard to the predictive validity of DD-PT instruments, current

research is difficult to interpret. To begin with, only a few longi-

tudinal studies have focused upon one instrument, and these studies paint

an ambiguous picture. Often one study will suggest that an instrument

meets minimum validity standards, but the next study will give a contrary

indication. Moreover, nearly all of the longitudinal studies have

neglected to control for the contribution of IQ, which itself can account

for an apparent relationship between DD-PT measures and later achievement.

Given these qualifications, it appears that the strongest case for

predictive validity can be made for certain auditory measures (e.g., ITPA

Auditory Association).

Studies of the diagnostic validity of DD-PT instruments yield a

similar picture. Neither the ITPA nor miscellaneous visual perception

tests appear capable of discriminating between good and poor readers.

Auditory perceptual tests, in contrast, have an encouraging record.

There have been few studies which examine the diagnostic validity of

underlying abilities with regard to academic areas other than reading.

The results of studies which consider construct validity have

yielded mixed results. There is some support for at least two dimensions

in the ITPA. There is no empirical support for the five separate abili-

ties hypothesized by Frostig, nor has there been a consistent series of
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dimensions delineated for auditory tests in general. Intelligence

appears to be a strong general factor in most of the tests, suggesting

to some that "specific" ability tests are, at best, measures of general

intellectual ability.

Investigations of reliability and validity do not provide the

ultimate test of DD-PT. The major premise of the model is that these

abilities are crucial for academic success, that if an ability is weak

it can be trained, and that such training will result in improved academic

performance. If correlations between underlying abilities and academic

achievement were high (which they are not), there would be corroboration

for, but not proof of this essential proposition, since correlation does

not imply causation. Similarly, if consistent factors were found in

factor analytic research, though for the most part they were not, it

would again provide corroborating evidence, but not proof of the essential

proposition. To prove that the ability training approach is useful, one

must identify weaknesses, train them, and observe subsequent improvement

on academic performance. Or, alternatively, one must identify strengths

and weaknesses, plan instruction in accord with them, and demonstrate

that such instruction is differentially effective.

Assumption 4:

Effects of Ability Training

There have been many attempts to train specific abilities. Psycho-

linguistic, visual perceptual, auditory perceptual and motor abilities

have all been the focus of training. The training itself has been based
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on various theoretical positions related to the ITPA, Peabody Language

Kits, Doman-Delacato Methods, Kephart-Getman programs, the Frostig-

Horne program, and a number of miscellaneous perceptual motor programs.

Ability training succeeded about 24% of the time in well designed

investigations. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that abilities

measured in differential diagnosis are highly resistant to training by

existing procedures.

Given this, it would certainly be surprising to find that ability

training improved academic performance. Indeed, the research shows

that more often than not academic performance is not improved. Excluding

studies designated as poorly designed, ability trained groups out-per-

formed untrained controls on roughly one-third of the academic measures

taken. In the majority of studies, control groups performed as well on

both ability and academic measures as did the experimental groups.

Thus, Assumption 4 lacks support.

Assumption 5:

Differential Diagnosis Improves Academic Programming

Advocates of DD-PT propose that differential diagnosis helps the

teacher to determine how a child should be taught. The particular

constellation of psychological abilities identified through differential

diagnosis is said to reveal individual learning styles which, in turn,

determine special instructional methodologies and materials.

To date there are 14 reported efforts to improve beginning reading

by matching instructional materials and procedures to children's modality
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strengths. In none of these was reading instruction improved by modality-

instructional matching. In one study conducted with secondary aged

students the approach appeared to succeed. Assumption 5 appears to lack

even minimal empirical support.

Reasons for the Lack of Support for the DD-PT Model

A number of explanations have been posed that could account for this

general failure to support the DD-PT model (Arter & Jenkins, 1977; Hammill

& Larsen, 1974a; Minskoff, 1975; Newcomer et al., 1975; and Proger et al.,

1973).

First, the ability training model may itself be invalid. Underlying

abilities may not exist as such, or they may exist but be an unimportant

factor in instruction.

Another possible explanation for the failure of DD-PT is that even

though underlying abilities may exist and may be functionally related to

achievement, they produce only a weak effect that is easily masked by

stronger, uncontrolled variables. There are two issues concerning this

point. First, Minskoff (1975) and Keogh (1974) argue that ability

training has not been successfully demonstrated because of poorly designed

studies. They contend that, in general, the research suffers from uncon-

trolled teacher effects, Hawthorne effects, experimenter effects (no

double-blind), and subject selection problems. Responding to this point

Newcomer et al., (1975) argue that there would be even less evidence to

support DD-PT if the research methodologies were improved, since the

uncontrolled sources of bias usually favor the DD-PT groups. In general,
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experimental subjects received more one-to-one training than did controls,

experiments tended to be conducted by investigators who expected to find

treatment effects, novelty effects favored ability trained groups, and

regression effects were often not considered. In fact, the studies which

employed better research designs less often supported ability training.

Quality of research designs is not a plausable explanation for failure

to demonstrate DD-PT success.

The second issue related to masking variables is that of classroom

usefulness. If the effects of underlying abilities are easily masked by

other, more robust variables, then attention should be focused on those

stronger variables.

A third explanation for the lack of support for the DD-PT approach

is related to the prescriptive/remediation programs. With regard to

ability training, the instructional programs themselves may need to be

strengthened, or "abilities" identified for training may need to be more

carefully selected. Williams (1977) argues that ability training may be

useful if the abilities are chosen very carefully so that they are

important components of the reading task (e.g., sound blending). How-

ever, she cautions against existing auditory ability training programs:

However, we are not proposing that training in auditory perceptual

skills, generally speaking, will lead to better achievement in

reading. The lessons from the past two or three decades on the

relationship of visual-perceptual skills and reading have con-

vinced us otherwise. When we reviewed several recently developed
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and popular auditory programs (many of which are listed by Kass,

1972), we were dismayed to find content coverage or methodology

which, on the basis of current knowledge about perceptual skills

and instructional methodology, was surprisingly poor. For

example, there is often excessive emphasis on material unrelated

to that of early reading skills (e.g., children are asked to

identify the animals who make different barnyard sounds). Some-

times language tasks are presented in a context quite different

from that of initial decoding. For example, two voices present

two separate messages concurrently and the child must focus his

attention on only one of the conflicting messages. Sometimes

relevant tasks are presented, but in a way which would tax

the child's memory or confuse him. In addition, one program,

dealing with the important skill of auditory analysis, develops

tasks to a level of difficulty far beyond that required for

initial decoding; some programs present what could be classified

as practice material but no instruction; and blending as a

process is not taught in any of the programs. (pp. 284-285)

With regard to modality matching, instructional programs may not suffi-

ciently emphasize one modality to the exclusion of others. Indeed, this

may not even be possible (Vandever and Neville, 1974) since reading

seems to require both auditory and visual skills no matter how it is

taught.

Fourth, abilities may exist and be useful, but tests have not been

developed yet which consistently and accurately reveal ability profiles.
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The reliabilities and validities of current DD-PT tests are often

unsatisfactory.

A fifth explanation for the lack of positive DD-PT results involves

factors relating to individualization of instruction. Minskoff (1975)

argued that the DD-PT model is effective, but that it has not been fairly

tested. She points out that one premise of the model, and indeed of

education in general, is that instruction must be geared to the indivi-

dual needs of each student. Therefore, studies employing different

populations and treatments should not be compared, nor should studies

which provide one treatment to a large group of children be expected to

show overall effects. She also proposes that most DD-PT techniques

could really be expected to work only with severly disabled populations.

Newcomer et al. (1975) have countered this argument, citing Hammill and

Larsen (1974a) who failed to locate an advantage for individualized over

nonindividualized DD-PT programs. Newcomer et al. also point out that

most test and program developers recommend their products for use with

any children who evidence ability deficits, not just the severely dis-

abled. Moreover, several reviewers (e.g., Hallahan & Cruickshank, 1973;

Hammill & Larsen, 1974a) have analyzed results by population, program,

and criterion test and still the results remain uniformly negative.

While the DD-PT model may, in theory, be responsive to different popula-

tions of learners, the burden of proof rests with proponents of the

model (Hammill & Larsen, 1974a).

In summary, it is not surprising that DD-PT has not improved

academic achievement, since most ability assessment devices have
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inadequate reliability and suspect validity. Moreover, abilities them-

selves have resisted training, and given the low correlations between

ability assessments and reading achievement, it is not surprising that

modality-instructional matching has failed to improve achievement.

The repeated failure to support the basic assumptions underlying

the DD-PT model casts doubt on the model's validity. We do not intend

to suggest that the model is theoretically untenable, or that it may

not one day be effectively implemented. Rather, we believe that with

the current instructional programs and tests, this model is not useful.

A number of authors who have reviewed specific aspects of the DD-PT

model have arrived at a similar conclusion (Hammill & Larsen, 1974b;

Sedlack & Weener, 1973; Silverston & Deichman, 1975; and Ysseldyke,

1973). For example, with reference to psycholinguistic training,

Newcomer et al. (1975) write:

We cannot help but conclude that psycholinguistic training based

on the Kirk-Osgood model is not successful because it does not

help children to increase their ability to speak or understand

language, nor does it aid them in academic skills such as

reading, writing or spelling...the wrong skills are being

remediated. (p. 147)

Unfortunately, this view does not represent that held by most

authorities and practitioners in special education. The DD-PT model

is preferred by the vast majority of special education teachers (Arter

& Jenkins, 1977). In a state-wide survey of Illinois it was found that

82% of special education teachers believed that they could, and should,
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train weak abilities, 99% thought that a child's modality strengths and

weaknesses should be a major consideration when devising educational

prescriptions, and 93% believed that their students had learned more

when they modified instruction to match modality strengths. The same

survey provided data to suggest that teacher training programs were,

to a large degree, responsible for these views and practices. Unsup-

ported expert opinion and teacher training programs resulting from this

opinion appear to have a direct, deleterious effect on teacher behavior

and an indirect effect on children's learning. Not only are teachers

adhering to an ineffective model, but because they have been persuaded

that the model is useful, they are less apt to create variations in

instructional procedures which will result in improved learning. We

believe that until a substantive research base for the DD-PT model has

been developed, it is imperative to call for a moratorium on advocacy

of DD-PT, on classification and placement of children according to

differential ability tests, on the purchase of instructional materials

and programs which claim to improve these abilities and on coursework

designed to train DD-PT teachers.
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Table 1

Median Correlation Coefficients Between ITPA Subtests

and Measures of Academic Performance

Academic skills

ITPA subtests a - bReading Spelling Arithmeticc

Auditory reception .24 NS .31

Visual reception .25 NS .24

Auditory association .39 NS .40

Visual association .27 NS .31

Verbal expression .21 NS .25

Motor expression NS NS .22

Grammatic closure .42 .41 .40

Auditory sequential memory .31 NS .27

Visual sequential memory .24 NS .26

Auditory closure .29 NS NS

Visual closure NS NS NS

Sound blending .38 .31 NS

Total score .42 .30 .51

Note. Adapted from Newcomer and Hammill (1975).

aBased on 820 coefficients.

Based on 178 coefficients.

cBased on 154 coefficients.
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Table 2

Median Coefficients Depicting the Concurrent Criterion Validity

of Selected Tests of Visual Perception

as Predictors of Academic Achievement

Vi sual-perceptua Academic abilities

measures Reading Arithmetic

DTVP

Eye hand .32 .32

Figure ground .27 .40

Form constancy NS .40

Position in space .29 .43

Spatial relations .32 .42

Total .34 .51

WISC

Block design NS

Coding NS .27

Bender-Gestalt NS .25

Birch-Belmont-like NS

Metropolitan Readiness Test

Matching .21

Note. Adapted from Larsen and Hammill (1975). The number of

coefficients contributing to each median was not specified.
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Table 3

Median Coefficients Depicting the Relationship Between

Visual-Perceptual Abilities and Academic Achievement

Visual-perceptual Academic achievement

ability Reading Arithmetic Spelling Total

Memory NS .26 NS NS

Discrimination .26 .30 .20 .26

Spatial relations .29 .26 .24 .28

Audio-visual

Integration NS --- --- NS

Total .24 .29 .23 .25

Note. Adapted from Larsen and Hammill (1975). The number of

coefficients contributing to each median was not specified.
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Table 4

Median Coefficients Associated With Auditory Abilities

and Reading Performance

Reading Skill

Auditory Ability Word Reading Composite

Recognition Comprehension Reading

Auditory-visual

Integration NS .37 NS

Sound Blending .24 NS .31

Memory .22 NS NS

Auditory Discrimination-

phonemic .26 .26 .17

Auditory Discrimination-

nonphonemic NS NS NS

Note. Adapted from Hammill and Larsen (1974b).
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Table 6

Percentage of Significant Discriminations Between Reading Groups

by ITPA Subtests

ITPA subtest I.Q. controlled I.Q. not controlled

Auditory reception 25 31

Visual reception 0 8

Auditory association 22 46

Visual association 11 31

Verbal expression 0 15

Motor expression 13 15

Grammatic closure 25 52

Auditory sequential memory 20 43

Visual sequential memory 13 36

Auditory closure 17 17

Visual closure 17 17

Sound blending 33 57

Note. Adapted from Newcomer and Hammill (1975).
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Table 7

Percentage of Successful Discriminations Between Reading Groups

by Various Measures of Visual Abilities and Auditory Abilities

Type of Percent of successful discriminations
Type of ________________________________

ability measure IQ not controlled IQ controlled Total

Visual abilitiesa

Visual discrimination 50 (2) 25 (4) 33 (6)

Visual memory 38 (8) 33 (3) 36 (11)

Auditory-Visual Integration 100 (9) 100 (1) 100 (10)

Miscellaneous 43 (7) 27 (11) 30 (10)

Total 62 (26) 32 (19) 51 (37)

Auditory abilities

Auditory discrimination 88 (8) 100 (5) 92 (13)

Auditory memory 100 (3) 0 (1) 75 (4)

Sound blending 100 (3) --- 100 (3)

Auditory reception 100 (9) --- 100 (9)

Miscellaneous 77 (9) 50 (2) 73 (11)

Total 91 (32) 75 (8) 88 (40)

Note. Numbers in parentheses

which percentage is based.

aBased upon 16 studies.

b
Based upon 15 studies.

indicate the number of measures upon
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Table 8

Success of Training Differential Abilities

by Various Training Programs

87

Reviewer' s Number of

Sjudgement Percentt
Reviewer i measures/ b

of qualitya (studies) success
of research

Frostig

Hallahan & P 3/(3) 100
Cruickshank, 1973

Hammill et al., G 8/(8) 12.5
1974 P 8/(8) 75

Ysseldyke, 1973 N 1/(1) 100

Subtotal 20/(20) 55

Kephart-Getman

Goodman & G 25/(11) 16
Hammill, 1973

Hallahan & G 6/(3) 17

Cruickshank, 1973 P 6/(2) 100

Keogh, 1974 N 1/() 0

Kleisius, 1972 G 3/(0) 100

Subtotal 41/(18) 34

Delacato

Hallahan & G 3/(2) 0

Cruickshank, 1973 P 14/(13) 93

Subtotal 17/(15) 76

ITPA based

Hammill & Larsen N 85/13) 30c

1974

Sedlack & Weener, N 13/(1) 8

1973

Subtotal 13/(1) 8
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Table 8 Continued 88

Reviewer's Number of

Reviewer judgement measures/ Percent
of quality (studies) success

of research

Miscellaneous perceptual-motor

Hallahan & P 7/(7) 86
Cruickshank, 1973

Hammill, 1972 G 3/(3) 33
P 3/(3) 67

Keogh, 1974 N 1/(1) 100

Kleisius, 1972 G 3/(2) 67

Meikle & Kilpatrick, N 14/(1) 28
1971

Proger et al., N 17/(2) 35
1973

Robinson, 1972 N 2/(2) 100

Sabatino, 1973 N 14/(4) 21

Whisler, 1975 N 1/(1) 100

Ysseldyke, 1973 N 7/(2) 43

Subtotal 72/(28) 43

Grand totals

Poor only 36/(41) 88

Good only 12/(51) 24

aReviewers categorized research design as G = Good; P = Poor; or,

N = No Judgement.

Percentage of measures from the studies which show significant

differences between trained and untrained groups.

This is the median of the percentages of success across subtests.

This figure is not included in the totals, since the true success rate

was not known.
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